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ABSTRACT 

Deixis, or verbal pointing, plays a crucial role in language 
acquisition and speech communication. The aim of this 
fMRI study is to determine the neural correlates of the 
production of utterances involving agent deixis through 
prosody, syntax, or both. Sixteen subjects were examined. 
A common pattern of activation was found for the three 
deixis conditions including the left inferior frontal gyrus 
(LIFG), the left insula and the bilateral premotor (BA 6) 
cortex. Prosodic deixis additionally activated the left 
anterior cingulate gyrus (BA 24, 32), the left 
supramarginal gyrus (LSMG, BA 40) and Wernicke’s area 
(BA 22). Our results suggest that the LIFG is involved in 
agent deixis, and that the LSMG and Wernicke’s area are 
required in prosody-driven deixis only. These findings are 
consistent with observations on temporo-parieto-frontal 
coupling in auditory/visual-motor integration. Once 
grammaticalized, deixis would be handled solely by the 
LIFG, without the LSMG and Wernicke’s area.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Deixis, or the ability to draw the listener’s attention to an 
object or person – gradually acquired, first by pointing 
with the eye, then the finger, then by pointing with 
intonation and finally by syntax –, is crucial in speech 
communication. In French, agent deixis –verbal pointing 
at the agent of an action [1] – can be conveyed by syntax 
(using syntactic extraction such as « it’s x who »), or by 
prosody (using a prosodic contour bearing a focus on the 
agent pointed at). The aim of this fMRI study is to 
determine the neural correlates of the production of 
utterances involving agent deixis through either prosody 
or syntax or both. 

Broca’s region (left inferior frontal gyrus, LIFG; 
Brodmann Areas BA44, 45, 47) has traditionally been 
associated with linguistic processing, from sentence- to 
syllable-parsing [2-4]. It has also been associated with 
action analysis [5]. Therefore, we hypothesize that the role 
of the LIFG may be the monitoring of action in general, 
and that this role may be particularly well adapted to 
linguistic tracking of thematic roles. This action parser 
supports the attentional monitoring of thematic roles 
handled in morphosyntactic analysis and is involved in the 
spatial and temporal indexing of predicates (actions) and 
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rguments (patient, agent). If the LIFG is involved in 
 parsing, then agent deixis which requires thematic-
onitoring, should activate the LIFG. The aim of this 

 study was to test the hypothesis that the LIFG may 
olved during the production of utterances involving 
deixis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

SUBJECTS 
n healthy, male, right-handed (Edinburgh 
dness Inventory) native speakers of French were 
ned. The study was performed in accordance with 
stitutional review board regulations.  

STIMULI 
stimuli consisted of short sentences in French, 
ly presented on a projection screen. Four isosyllabic 
ces were presented, one for each condition:  
line condition: “Madeleine m’amena” (Madeleine brought 
und).
sodic deixis condition: “MADELEINE m’amena” 
LEINE brought me around), contrastive focus on the agent. 
ctic deixis condition: “C’est Mad’leine qui m’am’na” (It’s 

ine who brought me ’round).
bined deixis condition (prosodic and syntactic): “C’est 
EINE qui m’am’na” (It’s MAD’LEINE who brought me 
).

umber of syllables in the sentence was maintained 
to 6, using schwa deletion. Each sentence was 
ted for 3 seconds at the beginning of the 
ponding condition. Then a fixation mark, alternating 
 3 seconds between a ‘+’ and a ‘x’ sign, appeared in 
iddle of the screen. This alternation was aimed at 
ring the silent repetition (14 times per condition) of 
ntence presented.  

PARADIGM AND TASKS 
e entering into the magnet, the subjects were 
oned in front of a computer screen, instructed and 
d to execute the tasks, first in overt mode, then in 
t mode. Pre- and post-scan audio DAT recordings 
arried out to estimate the subjects’ task performance 
 the fMRI scan. Subjects were prompted by exactly 

me script as during the scans. They produced each of 
ntences 4 times. For the post-scan recording, the 

ction was to speak aloud and to reproduce the 
tion patterns mentally produced during the scans. 



Three functional scans were performed during each fMRI
session. A block paradigm was used. A scan comprised 8
epochs (each condition was repeated once) of 42 seconds
each. The order of presentation of the four conditions
varied between scans and between subjects. Subjects were
instructed to silently read the sentence presented at the
beginning of each condition and to repeat it, using inner
speech, at each alternation of the fixation cross.

2.4 MR ACQUISITION
Functional MR imaging was performed on a 1.5T imager
(Philips NT) with echo-planar (EPI) acquisition. Twenty-
five adjacent, axial, slices (5mm thickness each) were
imaged 10 times during each epoch. The imaging volume
was oriented parallel to the bi-commissural plane. An EPI 
MR pulse sequence was used. The major MR parameters
were: TR = 3700ms, TE = 45ms, pulse angle = 90°,
acquisition matrix = 64x64, reconstruction matrix = 
128x128, field-of-view = 256x256mm2. Between the first
and second functional scans, a high-resolution 3D 
anatomical scan was obtained. 

2.5 DATA PROCESSING
Data analysis was performed using the SPM-99 software
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London).
First, motion correction was applied. All images within a
functional scan were realigned by means of a rigid body
transformation. Then, the anatomical volume was spatially
normalized into a reference space using the Montreal 
Neurological Institute template. The normalization
parameters were subsequently applied to the set of
functional images. Finally, to conform to the assumption
in SPM that the data are normally distributed, and to allow
for some inter-subject variability during group analysis,
the functional images were spatially smoothed.

2.6 STATISTICS
Contrasts between conditions were determined pixelwise
using the General Linear Model. Statistical significance
threshold for individual pixels was established at p = 
0.001. Clusters of activated pixels were then identified,
based on the intensity of the individual responses and the
spatial extent of the clusters. Finally, a significance
threshold of p = 0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons)
was applied for identification of the activated clusters. The
results of the fixed effect group analysis are reported here.

3. RESULTS

3.1 AUDIO RESULTS
The mean sentence duration (16 subjects, 4 repetitions of
each of the 4 conditions) was 1139 ms (±159 ms) before
and 1108 ms (±129 ms) after the scans. The mean sentence
durations for each condition are shown in Figure 1. No 
significant variations were found. In addition, subjects
were consistent in their realizations of the focused
constituents before and after the scans. Different subjects
made different choices as to the syllable bearing the high
pitch accent (LHf, see [6]) in the prosodic and combined
deixis conditions, but they maintained their choices. In the
prosodic deixis condition, three syllables (/ma.d .l n/)
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e 1: Pre- and post-scan mean sentence durations (in
r the 4 conditions, and for the 16 subjects.

e 2: Acoustic analysis of one repetition of the
dic deixis utterance by speaker DB. The same F0 and 
on pattern is observed across the 8 repetitions.

ll, no significant intra-speaker variability was
ed between recordings. For instance, in the 4

tions of the prosodic deixis condition, 5 subjects put
 pitch accent on the first syllable (/ma/), 5 subjects
ted the second syllable (/d /), 4 subjects promoted

st syllable (/l n/) and 2 subjects alternated between
cond and third syllables. But, for each subject, the 
ation between pitch accent and syllable did not vary 
en recordings. Figure 2 shows the acoustic analysis
ypical repetition of the prosodic deixis utterance by
er DB. As can be seen on the F0 trace superimposed
e spectrogram, the first syllable of the focused
tuent bears a high pitch accent. This pattern is 
able in all 8 repetitions of the utterance, before and

the scans. Overall, the subjects’ performances as
red by the audio recordings indicated that their
ction varied neither in rhythm nor in intonation
en recordings.



3.2 FMRI RESULTS
Table 1 lists the activated regions and their corresponding
stereotaxic Talairach coordinates. Figure 3 represents the
functional activations obtained for the main effects.

Talairach
Coord. (mm) 

Region

x y z

Z
score

Prosodic deixis - baseline 
Left insula -32 4 9 > 8 
L. insula -36 -11 10 6.5
L. anterior cingulate (BA 24) -12 5 18 5.1
LIFG (BA 47) -32 20 -5 > 8 
Wernicke’s area (BA 22) -48 -16 10 6.5
L. medial frontal gyrus (BA 6) -28 2 46 7.3
L. anterior cingulate gyrus (BA 32) -20 10 41 7.2
L; SMG (BA 40) -44 -37 34 6.6
Right SMA (BA 6) 4 -9 56 6.4
R. SMA (BA 6) 16 -9 56 6.1

Syntactic deixis – baseline
L. insula -32 8 9 7.0
LIFG (BA 45) -28 20 8 5.2
LIFG (BA 47) -40 16 -1 4.9
L. superior frontal g. (BA 8) -20 14 50 6.4
L. medial frontal gyrus (BA 6) -24 3 51 6.0
L. medial frontal gyrus (BA 6) -24 -9 56 5.2

Combined deixis – baseline 
L. insula -36 4 9 6.1
LIFG (BA 45) -28 16 8 6.0
L. SMA (BA 6) -20 10 50 6.1
L. medial frontal gyrus (BA 6) -20 -16 61 5.6
L. medial frontal gyrus (BA 8) -20 14 41 5.5

Prosodic deixis - syntactic deixis
L. post. sup. temporal g. (BA 22) -40 -35 6 7.0
L. SMG (BA 40) -40 -33 29 6.4
L. SMG (BA 40) -40 -33 48 6.2

Table 1: Activated regions in the deictic tasks. LIFG, Left 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus; SMA, Supplementary Motor Area;
SMG, Supramarginal Gyrus.

Figure 3: Activations obtained in the prosodic deixis
(top), syntactic deixis (middle) and combined deixis
(bottom).
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attern of activations common to the three deixis 
tions (each compared to the baseline) included 
’s region (BA 45, 47), the left insula and the 
tor cortex (BA 6) bilaterally. Prosodic deixis 

onally activated the left anterior cingulate gyrus (BA 
), the left supramarginal gyrus (LSMG, BA 40) and 

ft postero-superior temporal gyrus (Wernicke’s area, 
2). The (prosodic deixis - syntactic deixis) contrast 
d significant activation in the left posterosuperior 
ral gyrus and the LSMG.  

4. DISCUSSION 

MRI study shows activation of Broca’s region in all 
eixis conditions compared with the baseline. The 
 was therefore activated during verbal pointing at the 
of the action, through prosody, syntax or both. 

ctivation is consistent with functional neuroimaging 
s on complex syntactic processing ([7], [3]). These 
s have shown the involvement of the LIFG in 
bility judgments about syntactically complex 
uctions (with cleft-object sentences, or sentences 
center-embedded clauses), which require intricate 
ng of thematic roles. Our findings are also in line 
studies on the observation and mental imagery of 
 which show LIFG activation during action tracking 
[5], [9], [10]). Taken together, these observations 
rt our claim that the role of the LIFG is that of an 
-structure parser, which, in morphosyntactic 
ing and decoding, handles the parsing of the 
ate and its arguments, or the attentional monitoring 
ho does what to whom”. 

ft insula was also found activated in all the (deixis –
ne) contrasts. The involvement of the left precentral 
 of the insula in articulatory planning during speech 
lready been shown [11]. Prosody has acoustic and 
latory correlates ([12], [13], [14]). The production of 
dic focus may require more accurate planning of the 
ments of the tongue and jaw, which could explain 
the prosodic deixis condition yields significant 
tion of the left insula when compared with the 
ne (same words to articulate, but a more stringent 
dy). Similarly, the syntactic deixis condition 
ared with the baseline) likely requires more accurate 

latory planning, given the larger number of 
nant clusters involved (due to schwa deletion). 

ctivation of the LSMG and of Wernicke’s area in the 
dic deixis condition alone suggests that, when deixis 
oded by syntax, no additional recruitment of the 
r parietal lobule and Wernicke’s area is necessary. A 

er of studies ([15], [16], [17], [18]) suggest that the 
r parietal regions in both hemispheres function as 

ry integrators which form representations necessary 
 organization of motor actions, such as (linguistic or 
nguistic) pointing at targets. The left hemisphere 
 have a linguistic predominance. A left temporo-
o-frontal network might be recruited in the 
ization of verbal motor actions from auditory 



representations. Our results, with the activations of the 
LSMG, the LIFG and Wernicke’s area in prosodic deixis, 
are in line with this hypothesis. Like visually-guided 
manual pointing, prosodic pointing may need integrated 
representations (auditory, articulatory) to be formed via 
superior temporal and inferior parietal regions to organize 
articulation and phonation in an adequate pattern. 

We therefore suggest that non-grammaticalized deixis 
recruits the temporo-parieto-frontal network and that 
grammaticalized deixis (syntactic deixis with or without 
supplementary prosody) is handled solely by the LIFG. 

5. CONCLUSION 

While “basic” linguistic information is considered to 
recruit the left hemisphere, prosody is often seen as being 
handled by the right hemisphere (e. g. [19], [20], [21]), a 
view reflecting the conception of prosody as a well 
adapted subordinate to syntax and semantics. Several 
recent neuroimaging studies do provide data supporting 
this view. When aspects of prosody associated with 
melody processing are studied, right hemisphere activation 
is found indeed (e.g. [22], [23]). Recent works have shown 
that prosody is a “ complex grammatical (phonological) 
structure that must be parsed in its own right ”, however 
[24]. Prosody, therefore, should recruit the left 
hemisphere, just like syntax and semantics. Interestingly, a 
recent review of the literature [25] shows that the 
processing of prosody in general (affective and linguistic) 
is not strictly localizable to the right hemisphere. More 
specifically, this review quotes studies on the production 
and perception of emphasis (which is related to prosodic 
focus) showing that left-damaged patients are more 
strongly impaired than right-damaged patients. Recent 
neuroimaging studies also found left hemisphere 
activation in prosodic tasks ([26], [27]). We consider that 
these results are consistent with our two conjectures: 
Broca’s region being a parser of action structure, 
particularly well adapted to agent deixis and the left 
temporo-parieto-frontal network functioning as an 
interface between auditory and articulation/ phonation 
processes, required in prosody-driven deixis. 
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